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What are proteins?



What is proteomics?



What steps are involved in proteomics?
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1) What are 3 main ways 
proteins can be isolated 
from a cell/tissue?

Immunoprecipitation



How are single proteins isolated?



How are protein 
complexes isolated?

Labelling occurs 
in 15-18 hours



How are subcellular protein complexes 
isolated?

Labelling occurs 
in 15-20 min.



How are membrane proteins isolated?



2)How are proteins separated? 

After IP/BioID/APEX/HRP, the specific proteins are separated with HPLC.



3)How are proteins digested?

Proteases are commonly used to shorten proteins before MS.



4)How are proteins sequenced?

Protein fragments are sequenced with tandem mass spectrometry



How does Mass Spectrometry (MS) 
work?



How is tandem MS different?



How are protein sequences determined?

Experimental and theoretical MS are compared to determine proteins



What is sequence coverage?



What technique could you use for your aims?



What model organism should you use?



Summary

1)Proteomics is a powerful method to determine protein sequences 
and interactions.

2)BioID and APEX are two methods based on IP that will label nearby 
proteins.

3)APEX only gives a snapshot of protein activity; whereas, BioID gives a 
history of protein associations.



TDP-43 pathology disrupts nuclear 
pore complexes and nucleocytoplasmic 

transport in ALS/FTD

Ching-Chieh Chou et al.
Nature Neuroscience

2018



What is Amyotrophic Lateral sclerosis (ALS)? 



What gene is often mutated in ALS?



What gene is often mutated in ALS?



What gene is often mutated in ALS?



What gene is often mutated in ALS?



What domains make up the TDP-43 gene? 



What domains make up the TDP-43 gene? 



What domains make up the TDP-43 gene? 



What domains make up the TDP-43 gene? 



GOAL: How does the pathological version of TDP-32 
(TDP-43-CTF) lead to neurodegeneration?



??

GOAL: How does the pathological version of TDP-32 
(TDP-43-CTF) lead to neurodegeneration?



??

GOAL: How does the pathological version of TDP-32 
(TDP-43-CTF) lead to neurodegeneration?



How was pathological TDP-43-CTF constructed?



How did they identify TDP-43 protein interactions?

(Neuro-2A cells)



How did they identify TDP-43 protein interactions?



How did they identify TDP-43 protein interactions?



How did they identify TDP-43 protein interactions?



Where do normal and aggregate TDP-43 constructs localize?

nucleus

cytoplasm



What is the molecular function of TDP-43&CTF protein interactions?



What is the molecular function of TDP-43&CTF protein interactions?



What is the molecular function of TDP-43&CTF protein interactions?



What is the molecular function of TDP-43&CTF protein interactions?



What is the nucleocytoplasmic 
transport proteome network for 
TDP-43 and CTF?



What are nucleoporins and nuclear lamina?



How is lamina localization affected in CTF?



Do TDP-43 mutants lead to defects in nuclear lamina?



Do TDP-43 mutants lead to defects in nuclear lamina?



Do TDP-43 mutants lead to defects in nuclear lamina?



How are nucleoporin (Nups) localization affected?



How are nucleoporin (Nups) localization affected?



How are nucleoporin (Nups) localization affected?

Nucleoporin Clustering



How is Nup import of proteins affected in mutant TDP?



How is Nup import of proteins affected in mutant TDP?

Cytoplasm

Nucleus



How is Nup import of proteins affected in mutant TDP?

Cytoplasm

Nucleus



How is Nup export of mRNA affected in mutant TDP?



How is Nup export of mRNA affected in mutant TDP?

Cytoplasm

Nucleus



How is Nup export of mRNA affected in mutant TDP?

Nucleus

Cytoplasm



How can TDP and Nup interaction be modeled in organisms?



How can TDP and Nup interaction be modeled in organisms?



How can TDP and Nup interaction be modeled in organisms?



TDP

How can TDP and Nup interaction be modeled in organisms?



How can TDP and Nup interaction be modeled in organisms?

TDP



What happens in TDP fly mutants?



What happens in nucleoporin mutants?



How do TDP and nucleoporin mutants interact?



How was Fly motor function affected by Nup mutants?



How was Fly motor function affected by Nup mutants?



How was Fly motor function affected by Nup mutants?



How do TDP and Nups interact in human ALS neurons?



How is protein and mRNA transport affected in TDP-43 ALS patients?

Protein transport mRNA



How does ALS TDP affect nucleoporin and lamina localization?



Summary
1: BioID based proteomic approaches were powerful way to 
identify new proteins involved in ALS



Summary
2. Nucleoporins and nuclear lamina proteins were identified 
as major targets for TDP43



Summary
3. Modeling nucleoporin defects in Drosophila revealed nup
knockout can suppress mutant TDP-43 pathology.



Summary

1: BioID based proteomic approaches were powerful way to 
identify new proteins involved in ALS

2. Nucleoporins and nuclear lamina proteins were identified 
as major targets for TDP43

3. Modeling nucleoporin defects in Drosophila revealed nup
knockout can suppress TDP-43 pathology accurately.



How does a selective inhibitor of TDP-43 
toxicity effect cell death?



How does a selective inhibitor of TDP-43 
toxicity effect morphology?



How does a selective inhibitor of TDP-43 
toxicity effect locomotive defects?


